Webinar on Virtual Resources

WELCOME
Google Classroom Curriculum and Technology Integration

GABRIELLE NESTOR
ADAM WHITE
Camp Doc as a Placeholder and Blackboard Format for Virtual Engagement

ADAM LANE
Children on Campus
Virtual Resources

DENNE LAWTON
Supporting Virtual Experiences

Training Part II: COMPLIANCE
Covid-19 Response

Presented by Denne Lawton
Children on Campus Program Coordinator
Risk Management

We Are ALL In This Together
Purpose

- Cyber Safety/Secure Access Point
- Sibling Non Participants
- Cyber bullying/Chat Rooms
- Monitoring Rules of Three

- Parental Permission
- Needed w/Media Release
- Video Recording Permission

- OGC-Zoom and Google
- COPPA Policies – Age Restrictions

REVIEW VIRTUAL PLANNING CHECKLIST

REVIEW PARTICIPATION WAIVER

U-M SAFE COMPUTING POLICY
VIRTUAL CHECKLIST

- Minimum Forms Required/ Checklist Highlights

1. Cyber Safety/Secure Access Point
2. Sibling Non Participants
3. Cyber bullying/Chat Rooms
4. Monitoring Rules of Three

PARTICIPATION WAIVER AND CHECKLIST

1. Parental Permission
2. Media Release
3. Video Recording Permission

U-M Safe Computing Policy

1. ZOOM AND GOOGLE SUITE – COPPA Compliant
2. Age Restrictions- Policy and Contractual Use

https://safecomputing.umich.edu/personal-data/videoconferencing-data
Resources

- https://safecomputing.umich.edu/personal-data/videoconferencing-data
Audience Q&A
Save the Date
University Outreach Council

May 6, 2020
1:00 - 2:30

Virtual Resources